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Nicole Heckman, partner at Little Bird Innovation and
organizer of the Made By project, with the official
“Etsy Maker City” designation.
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This month, Etsy Inc., a global marketplace where people connect
online and offline to sell and buy unique goods, recognized
Memphis' efforts to include makers, artisans and micro-
manufacturers as equal players in the city's economy.

Dec. 1, Etsy Inc. (NASDAQ: ETSY) CEO Chad Dickerson sent a letter to
Joann Massey, director of Minority and Women-Owned Business
Development for the City of Memphis, congratulating the city for
achieving the official “Etsy Maker City” designation.

“Etsy Maker Cities champion a new model of economic prosperity,
one that puts people at the center of commerce, and empowers
people to build creative businesses on their own terms,” said Althea
Erickson, Etsy’s senior director of global policy.

When the global marketplace launched the Etsy Maker Cities
initiative earlier this year, it received hundreds of applications from
makers and city leaders across the U.S. and Canada — one of which
came from Memphis.

This spring, Etsy brought representatives from 13 different cities to talk about the challenges makers face
today. The Memphis team included Brit McDaniel, owner of Paper & Clay; Lisa Toro, owner of City & State;
Maria Furhmann, City of Memphis grants coordinator; Jessica Taveau, director of marketing and
communications for Memphis Bioworks and EPIcenter; and Nicole Heckman, partner at Little Bird
Innovation and organizer of the Made By project.

While the physical Etsy Maker City designation comes in the form of a plaque, Heckman doesn’t see it as a
“one-and-done kind of thing.”

“It signifies progress and commitment, but we need to keep collaborating over the next year to figure out
innovative and effective ways for the city to support people who are making physical products here in
Memphis,” Heckman said.
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A data and research initiative spearheaded by Little Bird Innovation and EPICenter Memphis, Made By is
collaborating with Massey to see how it can support minority and women-owned businesses, whether it is
from a city procurement standpoint or more of an overall effort. 

“A large portion of makers are women and minorities, so we feel like this is a great way for the city to stay
engaged in the conversation,” Heckman said.

Through its advocacy and public policy arm, Etsy is also collecting information from local makers and
micro-manufacturers to see how the federal government can better support small businesses, as many
face challenges with health care, retirement, income and financial stability.

“Looking across 12 months, income, for makers in particular, is extremely volatile,” Heckman said. “For
some makers, the holidays make up more than 75 to 90 percent of their business for the entire year.”

In addition to an uneven income distribution, many makers spend a lot of money on supplies in the late
summer for raw materials and aren’t able to recoup that money until the end of the year.

The Made By project plans to continue an ongoing conversation with Etsy about the data and research it is
collecting on a local level. Going forward, Etsy will receive that data in the first quarter of 2017 and
potentially be involved in ideation.

Made By and Etsy will identify the key unmet needs, barriers and gaps that need to be addressed to help
new makers start a business and existing makers grow their business.

In 2017, Made By will convene a diverse group that includes makers, the Made By advisory board,
EPICenter and institutions that have a stake in the maker economy such as Etsy and FedEx Corp., to
brainstorm new ideas for solving these challenges.

“I don’t think the Maker Cities designation in itself will lead to an individual maker getting more exposure
necessarily, but I do think it raises awareness in the minds of consumers here in Memphis that we do make
a lot of great things and maybe they should seek them out — especially with their holiday shopping,”
Heckman said. “And frankly, it puts continued onus on the city to stay engaged in the conversation.”
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